The Robert Burns World Federation
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Although this edition yet again doesn’t carry reports of the normal events at this time of year, because of the
Corona virus, it does reflect the growing trend of things taking place in a ‘virtual’ world facilitated by
technology. It also carries news of some exciting developments in production of the Burns Chronicle, the
formation of a new Trust for managing Ellisland Farm, work being done to produce innovative education
packs and the refurbishment of Burns Cottage and Highland Mary’s Monument. It also introduces the new
personnel in the office in Kilmarnock, Anne and Lorraine, albeit that they are mostly working from home.
So it is gratifying to read that Burnsians are still hard at it honouring our National Bard .
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well from the start, negotiations advanced, University reviewers responded
positively with enthusiasm and the contract has now been finalised. From the
2021 edition the Burns Chronicle will be published by EUP and promoted by
them through their well-established worldwide marketing network. With EUP
we propose two editions per annum, each of around 120 pages, the first edition
in Spring with the second in autumn.
This move represents a substantial increase in the volume of Burns information
and learned comment annually in the Burns Chronicle, more than doubling the
current offering. To enable this substantial uplift the Editorial strength has been
enhanced with Prof. Gerard Carruthers joining Bill Dawson as Joint Editor and
significant additions to the strength of the Editorial Advisory panel.
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Burns Chronicle (cont’d)
Member’s copies will be mailed directly to them from EUP saving substantial and costly efforts by our office
staff. EUP also operate a highly successful internet platform which will provide a further vehicle for the
Burns Chronicle. RBWF Members will also get ready access to the Burns Chronicle on this platform.
It is anticipated that these significant enhancements in style and content will result in additional subscribers
to the Burns Chronicle throughout the world and raise RBWF presence in areas where to date we have
barely touched and which, without this additional marketing muscle, would remain only in our dreams.
Sales and subscriptions to EUP from outwith our Membership will bring very welcome royalties.
Teri Williams, Journals Marketing Manager at Edinburgh University Press,
remarks:
“I am very excited to be working with the Robert Burns World Federation on
the publication of the Burns Chronicle through Edinburgh University Press. At
the Press we pride ourselves on our high editorial, production and marketing
values to produce and support works of lasting importance, contributing to
Scotland’s long tradition of furthering learning and intellectual debate. To me,
this is a natural partnership that will no doubt elevate the Burns Chronicle to
new, deserved heights, and I very much look forward to broadcasting it to the
academic world at large.”

Meet the New Admin Team at the RBWF Office.
Anne O’Connor (left) is our Office Manager and
Lorraine Cheyne (right) is our Office Administrator.
Both Anne and Lorraine live locally and have worked in
administration for many years which means that they
bring a wealth of experience to the Federation.
Please contact the team anytime during our new office
hours, Monday – Friday, 10 am – 4 pm (following
lockdown) and Anne and Lorraine will be delighted to
assist.

Obituary - Norman McPherson
Born in Aberdeen in 1944, Norman George McPherson was the
original square peg in a carefully-fashioned square hole. For
Norman so fitted life. Anyone knowing him was fortunate to meet
one of life’s polymaths. Norman knew so much about so many varied
subjects – genealogy, history, whisky, car number plates, heraldry,
the sea, the Highland clan system, petroleum engineering, Scots
speech, and of course his beloved Clan Macpherson.
Norman moved easily through this world, wearing his learning
lightly, for he never threw his knowledge at you. You’d get that
cheery glint in his ee, and the trademark grin. After that, it was up to
you to ask – and the pearls of wisdom would fairly pour forth.
He possessed a happy knack of strewing laughter in his wake, and was never less than helpful, kind and
considerate. The Aberdeen home that he and Mary shared resounded in fun. We’ve all lost a friend, and
Norman’s passing denies Mary her soulmate. They were inseparable, a team who daily demonstrated such
teamwork.
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Norman McPherson (Cont’d)
Norman and Mary were strong, active and supportive members of a string of organisations.
Their many worlds included their local church, the Order of St John, the Order of St Lazarus,
Wallace 700, the Association of Highland Clans & Societies, our Society of course – and they
never missed attending the annual commemorative service at Culloden. Norman’s busy life
even encompassed the presidency of Aberdeen Burns Club – a committed leader and a
noted contributor to the annual schools’ festival of the Robert Burns World Federation.
Mary apart, Norman’s great love was Clan Macpherson Association. He joined in 1968, and over more than
half-a-century, rose to become Scottish chairman. He proved an innovative leader, introducing the practice
of a Doric grace whenever clans folk dined together. In tribute, the Hon Sir William Macpherson of Cluny &
Blairgowrie, chief of Macpherson, said “Norman was so knowledgeable – and so committed. He did much
for us, as well as Clan Chattan”.
While Norman didn’t gain arms until recent years, he made up for lost time with his delight in using them,
joining our Society and attending the St Andrew Dinner. His understandable pride in being appointed
bannerman to his chief in 2009 is reflected in the little Azure banner with a bordure Or that forms part of his
crest. His shield is among the seventy-four that form a heraldic mural in the Macpherson Museum in
Newtonmore.
Born in Aberdeen, Norman cherished his roots, though prouder still that his lineage could be traced back to
a crofter ancestor in Ballinloan, Strathspey, in the heart of Macpherson territory.
Trained as an engineer in his home city, Norman served in the Merchant Navy before moving into the oil
industry in 1974. By the time he retired in 2007, he was a leading consultant in specialised aspects of
offshore drilling, with his long career taking him as far afield as South Africa, USA and mainland Europe.
Norman died on 21 April, 2020, in Aberdeen, age 75. He is survived by his wife Mary, two sons and a
daughter, and four grandchildren.
[Gordon Casely]

Pic captions
This picture epitomises Norman’s love of life, not to mention his constant lightheartedness. He was at a lecture
when this image was flashed up on screen. Interrupting the speaker, he quipped “We ken fine the mannie wi
the flaggie. Bit fa’s the mannie on the cuddy ahint?”.
Norman’s arms as Bannerman to the Chief of Macpherson (Artwork: Anthony Maxwell).

Innovation as Irvine Burns Club Goes On-line to Celebrate
Earlier this week (Tuesday 2nd June) Irvine Burns Club, founded in the early
19th Century, turned to 21st Century technology to meet a fresh challenge
created by the current Covid-19 pandemic.
With its popular Wellwood Burns Centre & Museum in the heart of Irvine
having been locked-down since 16th March, the Directors found themselves
unable to mark the 194th anniversary of the Club’s foundation with their
“traditional” lunchtime gathering. Instead, they decided to go on-line to create
an event which, while totally different, allowed the traditions of the Club to be
maintained.
Explained Burns Club President, David Burns (left): “We wanted to retain the
tradition and spirit of these celebrations which, since 1977, have begun in The
Crown Inn, where the Club was founded on 2nd June 1826, in what was then
Milne’s Inn, prior to moving on to Wellwood to honour our twelve Founder
Members. That was clearly going to be impossible this year as both the
Crown and Wellwood were closed so we decided to try another route and turned to 21st Century
technology to achieve our goal.”
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“By using Zoom Technology, we created an event which had 24 people simultaneously involved and
participating from the safely of their own homes, some from different parts of the world, in what was
effectively an abbreviated Burns Supper without any food being served but with several toasts, and guest
speakers involved. We even ended the night with the traditional Auld Lang Syne but with me leading it,
let’s just say that it wasn’t exactly a show-stopper but simply part of the fun!”
Earlier in the evening, David Burns, IBC’s first ever President to host an on-line meeting, had proposed the
traditional Toast to “Our Founder Members” but, instead of making it in The Crown, did so via a prerecording done in front of the Burns’ Statue on Irvine Moor which was then shown on-line. Likewise, Brian
Goldie, the current President of the Robert Burns World Federation, was unable to take part in the “live”
broadcast but sent a video greeting in advance with his wearing of the RBWF Presidential Chain adding a
glizty note. Rosemary Murdoch, President of Irvine Lasses Burns Club, and Scott Gallagher, President of
Kilwinning Burns Club, echoed similar sentiments before joining Provost Ian Clarkson in toasting The Irvine
Burns Club. The Provost became an Honorary Member of IBC in January in recognition of his own and
NAC’s active support for Irvine Burns Club in recent years.
Henry Cairney (left) and George Masson, two guests from across the
Atlantic but with their roots still firmly in Irvine brought fraternal online greetings to what had been their “mother club”; Henry was
recently elected President of the Robert Burns Association of North
America as well as being President of the Calgary Burns Club, while
George, now based in Atlanta, Georgia, not only brought greetings
from the USA but also spoke of fond memories from his days in
Irvine during the time when his late father, Charles had been IBC’s
President in 1975. By a coincidence, IBC’s President in the following
year had been ex-Provost Alex Rubie whose daughter Annie Small
was also involved in IBC’s Zoom event not only as the Irvine Burns Club’s first woman President but also as
President of the Ayrshire Association.
Professor Gerard Carruthers is another Honorary Member of IBC who holds the established Francis
Hutcheson chair at the University of Glasgow where he is also Head of the Centre for Robert Burns Studies,
and is no stranger to Wellwood. He was delighted to toast the Wellwood Burns Centre which he freely
described as being “one of the best Burns’ Collections and Museums in the country”.
Finally, in a sort of reverse order for a Burns Night, David
Burns invited best-selling author and essayist Andrew
O’Hagan, to propose The Immortal Memory of Robert Burns to
close the evening. Andrew who went to school in Kilwinning is
now London-based and confessed afterwards that speaking at
an on-line Burns Night had certainly been a first for him as
much as had been for those who sat enthralled in their own
homes and toasted The Bard” during a Burns Supper that was
certainly different.
Said IBC Secretary, Bill Nolan who created the event, “It was always going to be a challenge to recognise
our Founders this year and keep alive a local Irvine tradition but by using today’s technology we did so in a
style that was novel for a club that was founded 194 years ago. God know what our Founder Members would
have thought of how we did it! We are grateful that some many readily came on board to make it happen,
not least Jill McColl of NAC’s Heritage & Culture team who produced an abbreviated version for social
media that took Irvine and its Burns Club on a global virtual journey.
“Thanks to Zoom and some imagination, we turned what could have been a disappointment into a fun night
and an opportunity to promote Burns, Irvine and Irvine Burns Club and that made it worthwhile.”
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Join Us for the First Ever Virtual RBWF AGM
On Saturday 19th September the Board will be sitting in front of their cameras at computer terminals to join
in the first ever virtual and we hope virtuous RBWF Annual General Meeting.
Faced by the difficulties brought on by the Lockdown and the necessity of social distancing, the Robert
Burns World Federation has had to 'think different’ and to come up with an innovative way to stage our
Annual General Meeting. Because we cannot be certain that we could meet in the usual face to face way, we
have taken the difficult decision to hold the AGM virtually on the internet, using a video conferencing
system called ‘Zoom’. Closer to the date of the AGM on Saturday 19th September, members will be sent
details of how to log on and participate along with a secret password. It all sounds a bit like James Bond, but
we are hoping it will run smoothly and we may even include some entertainment.
Junior Vice President, Henry Cairney who has made a name for
himself on the viral internet with his covid-19 inspired songs said
“It’s great to see the Federation and its members embracing the new
technology of the new world. It means those of us who are
international members can join in and participate, even if we can’t
be there in the flesh.”
The business of the meeting will include reports and opportunities
to ask the Board questions about how they have been coping with
business over the past, very complicated, year. The wonder of it is
that business has gone on and the RBWF continues to develop new and positive ideas, some of which will be
on display through the wonder of electronic seminars. The Zoom system is very flexible and can cope with
over 100 participants online at the same time, so the meeting is fully practical.
When the time comes to put your name on the line to join with the Annual General Meeting, please follow
the registration instructions which will be sent to you to register and full details will be sent to you. If you
are apprehensive whether you will be able to cope with the technology, let the RBWF Office know well in
advance and we will try to set up a couple of practice sessions on Zoom, but I bet you will be surprised at
just how easy it can be.
For those who do not have access to the internet we are investigating the possibility of using a telephoneconferencing system to allow you to at least hear the AGM and contribute verbally.

Time to Buy or Renew Your Shares in the RBWF 200 Club
The 200 Club is a well-established method of fundraising for RBWF. We have up to 200 members each
owning a share in the club at a cost of £15. For 10 months of the year there is draw of 2 numbers; these are a
first prize and a second prize. In addition every 3 months we have a quarterly prize. This allows £1500
additional funds for the Federation and £1500 to pay out to our winning Shareholders. Contact
admin@rbwf.org.uk if you would like to buy a share.

200 Club Draw Results
March Quarterly £150:
March Monthly 1st Prize £60:
March Monthly 2nd Prize £30:

Mr Willie Gibson
Mrs Catherine Malcolm
Dr Robert Dinwiddie

April Monthly 1st Prize £60:
April Monthly 2nd Prize £30:

Mr & Mrs John Mackay
Mr Henry Cairney

May Monthly 1st Prize £60:
May Monthly 2nd Prize £30:

Caledonian Society of Sheffield
Mrs Frances Marshall

June Quarterly prize of £150
June Monthly first prize of £60
June Monthly second prize of £30

Dr Roy Scott
Mrs Jeanette McGinty
Dr Robert Dinwiddie
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Dumfries and Galloway Burns Association - Brow Well Service
The Brow Well Service will take place at 7.00 pm on Wednesday 22nd
July 2020 but in a much-reduced format because of the Covid
situation. The President of the Dumfries and Galloway Burns
Association, will lay a wreath on behalf of the Federation and Past
President Bill Nolan has kindly agreed to supply a short video
presentation. Robertson Harper, husband of MSP Emma Harper, will
make a photo montage of the ceremony for us to enjoy.
For details contact DGBA
bdavid.baird@tiscali.co.uk

Hon

Sec

David

Baird

at:

Atlanta Burns Club, Georgia, USA
On Wednesday 3rd June, Mac Irwin organised the first ever trans-Atlantic,
Atlanta Burns Club Meeting via Zoom. RBWF Past President, Peter Hughes
was invited to address the club from his home in Lanark, followed by a
question and answer session.
The Atlanta Burns Club members enthusiastically joined in.
Peter explained how he first became involved with Burns when the Head
Teacher at his High School advised him that he would be reciting the
Address to a Haggis at the school Burns Supper later that day despite not
knowing it! He very quickly had to learn the poem and duly performed his
task at the event that evening and thereafter developed a love of Burns
which took him around the world, performing at Burns events.
Following a series of questions and answers, the Atlanta Burns Club members then changed the topic to
enquire about the effects of the Corona virus and how it was affecting Scotland and the rest of the UK and
were interested to hear about the measures being adopted to tackle the pandemic.
Everyone involved thoroughly enjoyed the ground-breaking experience and being able to share their love
of Burns across the pond with fellow Burnsians.

Barrmill Jolly Beggars Burns Club - Newsletters Appeal
Between June and December 2020, the club will produce three newsletters for
members and friends of the club. I am keen that ANYONE in or associated with
the club has the opportunity of contributing. I hope to put out the first
newsletter by 1 July 2020. So, if you wish to give some thought to what
contribution you wish to make, that would be great. It may need to be edited
for space. You might reflect on your personal experiences of the club;
interesting characters past and present you have met; memories of charabanc
outings or theatre visits. It's up to you. Your piece should reach me not later
than 26 June. If there is a good response, I may need to hold over some inputs
for later newsletters scheduled for September and November 2020.
Get Scribbling
Right, what are you all waiting for! Get scribbling with pieces for the
newsletter! Write from the heart! Cheers, Donald [Councillor Donald L Reid]
"Volunteers are precious not because they are unpaid, but because they are priceless"
[Apologies Donald for missing the deadline for your first newsletter but hopefully you will get lots of
contributions for all three. Ed]
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Exciting New Educational Packs Under Development
The Glasgow and District Burns Association (GDBA) is currently working on a series of 10 education packs
for use in secondary schools and aimed at students wanting to take their interest in Robert Burns to a new
level and perhaps even setting up their own Burns Club with all the detail necessary to enable them to hold
a Burns Supper.
Geoff Depledge and Marc Sherland are currently getting feedback for the trial versions of the packs, which
include one on the historical context of Burns, set in his Scottish and world setting. There is a pack on Burns
the Farmer, a pack on the Scots Leid with words with which to experiment, a pack which explores Robert’s
love of women and packs on his songs and poems. Of especial interest is a pack exploring the tours Robert
undertook around Scotland and even reaching the north of England. Each pack has exercises for the
students to undertake which seek to expand and develop knowledge, through research, recitation and
experiment.
Although aimed at youth, it is to be hoped that these packs would be of use to anyone wanting to find out
about the Bard and it is the stated intention of G&DBA to release these packs online free of charge.
Geoff stated "Once these are released, we hope to have a steady stream of suggestions for their development
and improvement. We want them to be the best they can be for amateur and expert."
Marc said of the packs, “We wanted to ensure, these come across as approachable, and even a wee bit
exciting, so we built in ‘Brilliant Burns Bytes’, with quotes and astounding facts on Burns.”
As a taster, Marc produced an animated cartoon chronology of Burns as a timeline, which gives not only the
key events in Robert’s life but also snap world events to set the wider context. Marc converted this into a
YouTube video which can be found at : https://youtu.be/4LkVjxf0SA8 . Below is a still from the presentation.
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A Welcome Facelift for Burns Cottage

The National Trust for Scotland is to be congratulated for its successful appeal for funds towards the
refurbishment of the thatched roof on Burns cottage which can be seen in the ‘before’ and ‘after’
photographs above. The company Conservation Masonry Ltd completed the work recently and have posted
a short video showing some of the work in progress.
https://www.facebook.com/RobertBurnsBirthplaceMuseum/videos/another-week-has-passed-and-we-aredelighted-with-how-things-are-moving-forward-/2345769725720520/?
There is still some facing work to be completed but the cottage should be ready for reopening whenever
the lifting of Covid lockdown restrictions allow.

DR. J. A. (Tony) Grogan: Nov 24, 1935 - Jun 05 2020
In a peaceful and serene moment, while holding wife Renate's hand, former President of the Robert Burns
Association of North America (RBANA), Dr Tony Grogan, smiled at a joke only he could hear and took a last
calming breath.
Tony was born in 1935 in Milngavie. He went to school at St. Aloysius College in Glasgow, before attending
Medical School at Glasgow University. While working at Glasgow Infirmary, a young nurse caught his eye,
and he was on a mission! He finally wore her down, and Tony and Renate were married in 1962. Over the
next five years they had three children, Alastair, Peter and Marion. In 1969, the family moved to Bothwell,
Scotland, where they lived until immigrating to Teulon, MB, Canada in 1980.
Tony's deep love of sailing, flying and of all things Scotland, never left him. He
was an active and proud, and Honorary member of the Winnipeg Robert Burns
Club; as well as being Past President of RBANA and was especially proud
when, in 2018, was honoured as a Life Member in the St. Andrew's Society of
Winnipeg.
Many tributes were received by the Winnipeg club, and forwarded to Renate
including one from the Robert Burns World Federation President Brian Goldie
who said, “Although I met him only briefly, I am happy to say that I recognised
him for the person he was, a nice guy and a good Burnsian.”
A private funeral was held, due to Covid 19, but an outdoor gathering was held in Teulon. Past President
Colin Harris, former RBANA Secretary-Treasurers Janet Thompson and Don Rennicks, along with his wife
Diane and Past Club President Charles Cameron, and his wife Darlene were among those who attended.
[This is an abbreviated version of the obituary notice posted in RBANA’s newsletter The Tattler which was
kindly forwarded to me by Henry Cairney, current President of RBANA. I first met Tony when I attended the
Federation conference held in Winnipeg in 2007 and on several occasions later, both in Scotland and in
Canada. It was always a delight to meet him and Renate.
Ed.]
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The Mauchline Burns Club and Highland Mary
In spite of the corona virus, Mauchline Burns Club is maintaining its well-established efforts in pursuing
Burns projects. The current one is work on the Highland Mary Monument at Failford, erected by the
Federation in 1921, thanks to the generosity of Harland and Wolff shipbuilders of Greenock. It marks the
spot of Burns and Mary’s last farewell on the second Sunday in May, 1786. Their plan was to meet again
prior to their migration to Jamaica a few months later. However. that was not to be as Mary died from fever
shortly after. So was created one of our best loved stories.
A century on from its unveiling the Monument is in need of some TLC. This
involves the cleaning of the sand stone and re-grouting. The Club has
undertaken the work with the blessing of the W.W.F and it is in the safe
hands of the local firm Brady Masonry. Last summer a squad of members
painted the long railings on the approach to the site, as well as work on the
path.
An important innovation to the site will be information boards displaying
movie stills of the original opening event and the re-interment of Mary in
Greenock in 1920. We have bought a licence to use these from Reuters
News Agency and Pathe News. The cost of the project without the info
boards is £2,500. Donations have already been received from the Ayrshire
Ass. and a few local clubs. Further donations from member clubs would be
appreciated.
Burns wrote of the incident: “Can I forget the
hallowed grove, Whereby the winding Ayr we met.”
Can we also afford to forget and even neglect this significant spot in the poet’s
short life? Your support would be greatly appreciated. Donations can be made
via the Club’s Royal Bank of Scotland’s Account Kilmarnock. Sort Code: 83 25
09 Account No: 00149631 or directly to myself Ian Lyell, Hon. President
Mauchline Burns Club, 9 East Park Ave., Mauchline, East Ayrshire KA5 5BS
with cheques made out to The Mauchline Burns Club
The Club thanks you for your support, with all donors being listed in a
commemorative leaflet in spring next year in time for the centenary of the
Monument.
Ian Lyell, Hon. President - ian@lyell.org

Robert Burns Scottish Virtual Festival Camperdown – 2020
In August 2012, the inaugural Robert Burns Concert
celebrated the completion of the restoration of the
Burns statue in Camperdown, Victoria, Australia, the
oldest in the world. In the eight years since then the
Robert Burns Concert has grown into the Robert
Burns Scottish Festival which is run by a committee
of passionate volunteers and supported by Corangamite Shire.
However, this year the Festival is set to launch as a virtual festival on Saturday the 4th of July with ‘Live
Concerts’ streaming on Facebook and Instagram along with new content on our website:
http://www.camperdownburnsfestival.com.au
Festival Chairperson, Dr John Menzies OAM said “I have been encouraged, and pleasantly surprised how
others from far away are keen to support us. The festival committee has been inspired by the contributions
received. We’re very excited to be celebrating connections new and old. Through our website and social
media pages we hope reach out to even more people. Please consider this our open invitation to you all to
experience Camperdown’s Virtual 2020 Robert Burns Scottish festival.”
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A New Vision for Ellisland Farm
The Robert Burns Ellisland Trust is a new, membership-based charity that took control of Ellisland Farm and
its assets on 20 April this year. To mark the formation of the new Trust, the Board Secretary, Professor Gerry
Carruthers, led an exciting virtual seminar titled “Burns@Ellisland” on Friday, 5 June. Professor Carruthers,
who is Francis Hutcheson Chair of Scottish Literature at the University of Glasgow and one of the world’s
leading experts on Burns, discussed new research and answered questions using the online video
conferencing platform “Zoom.” Joan McAlpine MSP, Chair of the Robert Burns Ellisland Trust, chaired the
event. The seminar can be viewed at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9wyqU9ZWxM
The seminar looked at Burns’s crucial Nithsdale
social relationships and at the writing of ‘Auld
Lang Syne’ and ‘Tam o’ Shanter.’ It examined
Burns’s mental, physical and imaginative
health. As Professor Carruthers explained,
“Ellisland speaks deeply to the psyche of
Scotland’s national poet and, once we grasp
this history, we begin also to realise the
potential for Ellisland as a major heritage site
for the future.”
Professor Carruthers’ initiative marks a turning
point in the long life of Ellisland, built to the
poet’s design back in 1788 when he set up
home with Jean Armour following their
marriage. It remained a working farm and was purchased in 1922 by Mr George Williamson, who
bequeathed it “in trust” to promote appreciation of Burns. In the 1990s, The Friends of Ellisland charity
formed to support the trust through fundraising and development. The dedication and hard work of The
Friends is greatly appreciated by the new board and by everyone who loves Ellisland.
The Vision Statement for new Trust outlines the key ambitions for the future:
“The Robert Burns Ellisland Trust is committed to conserving and promoting the site as one of the most
significant locations in the life of Robert Burns. We are ambitious to increase understanding of Ellisland as
central to Burns’ artistic development, where he composed Auld Lang Syne and Tam o’ Shanter. We will
enhance awareness of its environmental importance as the best place to see the natural world through the
poet’s eyes. We will increase appreciation of Ellisland as Robert Burns’s first marital home with Jean
Armour and the foundational site for European Romantic song.”
The Trust invites all Burnsians to share in this vision and looks forward to hearing your views and working
with you to make it a reality.
Having inherited a very precarious financial situation, the Trust’s first objective is to get the estate on a
sound financial footing. This will establish a platform for bringing to fruition their visionary plan for the
long-term sustainability of the property, elevating its importance in the Burns story to the level it deserves
but has never achieved. There has been an encouraging increase of 25% in membership of the Friends of
Ellisland following the seminar but the immediate challenge is to raise sufficient funds to prevent the
closure of Ellisland, which just cannot be allowed to happen. The seminar should help dispel any doubts
about the importance of the site and also about the determination of the new Trust to raise the profile of the
property and secure its short, medium and long-term future.
Donations can be made at https://www.justgiving.com/robertburnsellislandtrust or by becoming a "Friend
of Ellisland." Details of membership can be found at: https://www.ellislandfarm.co.uk/support-us/
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Dumfries and Galloway Burns Association Welcomes New President
During a virtual AGM on Zoom, the new President of the Dumfries and
Galloway Burns Association, Fiona Evans, was duly installed. Fiona has
lived all her life in Annan and now works as an administrator for Key, an
organisation which supports adults with learning difficulties, a job
which she finds extremely rewarding.
She says, “My first real appreciation of the works of Robert Burns
started when my daughter Leona began competing in our local Schools
Competition at a very young age. Through her talent for singing &
reciting Burns, she was invited to many Burns Clubs & events to
perform, with me as her chaperone. Through this, I not only discovered
a passion for the works of our National Bard, but I was introduced to so
many wonderful Burnsians & became a member of what I see as our
local ‘Burns Family’.
Fast forward 20 years, I am now joint convenor of the D&G Burns
Association Schools’ competition, I am also secretary of Annan Ladies
Burns Club, the oldest ladies Burns Club in existence. And now I have
been given the great honour of becoming President of Dumfries & Galloway Burns Association.”
In the words of our Bard in Epistle to J. Lapraik:
“But ye whom social pleasure charms, /Whose hearts the tide of kindness warms, / Who hold your being on
the terms, / ‘Each aid the others,’ / Come to my bowl, come to my arms, / My friends, my brothers,”

Exciting New Blend from Isle of Arran Distilleries
Over the past few unsettling months, the Federation’s sole whisky sponsor, the Isle of Arran Distillery, have
laid the groundwork to create a unique Blended Malt by filling casks with new spirit from both our Lagg and
Lochranza distilleries on the Isle of Arran.
In March this year both distilleries underwent a
period of closure due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
UK has seen the temporary closure of many
businesses a lot of which have still not re-opened at
the time of writing today.
When the distilleries began production again on
11th May, the first runs of new spirit from each
distillery were vatted together. This precious mix,
combining both heavily-peated and un-peated spirit,
was filled into Bourbon Barrels, Sherry Hogsheads
and Sherry Butts at our Lochranza Distillery. These
unusual casks will now slumber on the island until the
time is right for bottling as a future Blended Malt.
Director of Operations & Production for Lagg and Lochranza Distilleries, James MacTaggart said: “This is a
first for Isle of Arran. We are aware of blended malts where the whisky from one distillery is married with
that of another, of blended whiskies created by mixing grain with malt whisky, however this is the first time
that we know of malt whisky from two sister distilleries being blended at the spirit stage. As the owners of
two wonderful distilleries on the Isle of Arran, we felt it was right to join the two sides of our island together
and produce a whisky that would always be a marker for this unique period in time.”
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Tamfest 2020
Tamfest is Ayrshire’s premier family Halloween festival. Rooted
in heritage and inspired by the apocryphal Tam o’ Shanter poem
by Robert Burns, Tamfest is a festival unlike any other! Since 2015
Tamfest has grown into an enchanting experience for the entire
family. Each year a line from the epic poem is chosen as the
subtheme to keep the festival fresh and offer new insight into the
characters, and explore the story of, Tam o’ Shanter.
However, this year the Festival will be a virtual one due to Covid19. It will start in July and run through October up to Halloween,
beginning with activities and promotion via social media and on
the website: www.tamfest.co.uk
The Robert Burns World Federation is going to offer an online
seminar on Tam, a ‘Tam the Glorious’ recitation of Tam o’ Shanter
and will help judge an international Tam recitation competition to
which prospective candidates should make themselves known to Anne in the office admin@rbwf.org.uk
The provisional programme for the event can be seen at: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1T4bWslLnzKSqo8tRpSVRdvVOp0SeVWI/view and more detail will follow online at the Tamfest 2020 website.
The principal contact for the Festival is Meridith McCrindle: meredithmccrindle@gmail.com
Photo by David Kerr Photography

RBWF Friendship Tiles
One the best opportunities to contribute to secure and develop a
range of services within our Kilmarnock Headquarters as part of our
Outreach and Education programmes.is the sale of ‘Friendship Tiles' these are ceramic tiles which can be purchased for a Club, Association
or an Individual. This is also a great way to commemorate someone or
something of note.
The tiles will be on display at our Kilmarnock Headquarters. The text
on the tile will be chosen by the purchaser (there is a limit of 16
characters in each of 3 lines). Each tile will cost £30, there will be an
additional charge of postage to anyone wishing the tile to be sent
instead to themselves. Each tile will be decorated with a silhouette of
Burns in profile. There has been a good response to this initiative so
far and another display of the wall-mounted tiles should be completed
as soon as lockdown allows.
One of our ideas proposed by the Marketing Committee is to
encourage all Burns Clubs to purchase a tile to commemorate each of
their incoming Presidents. Against that background, we would
encourage clubs to order a Friendship Tile for their current President and for subsequent future Presidents.
Order forms at: http://www.rbwf.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/RBWF-Tile-Form.pdf

Message from the Office
We hope everyone is well and continuing to enjoy our Sharing Page. Please contribute if you have
poems/songs/stories or photos you would like to share with us and each other. There are now 36 pages of
items, mostly poems, but a few lovely musical pieces and some beautiful photographs.
http://www.rbwf.org.uk/contact-us/rbwf-sharing-page/
There is a new message on our Website from President Brian Goldie, and you will find this via the following
link: http://www.rbwf.org.uk/message-from-the-president-june-2020/

